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1. Introduction

In Germany, there was no other development in recent
decades in which the engagement of the civil society be-
camemore important than in the handling of the refugee
question. In September 2015, 15% of the German pop-
ulation aged 16 and above were somehow engaged on
behalf of refugees (Birkenfeld et al., 2017, p. 201); every
second genuine refugee relief organization was founded
in 2015 (Priemer, Krimmer, & Labigne, 2017, p. 39). The
media and public debates acknowledged the enormous
size of this support movement and its impact as a sign

for an open minded “welcome culture”. Yet, by portray-
ing the engagement as that of an enormous number of
voluntary “helpers”, questions about the diversity of mo-
tives, practices, organizational forms and relations with
given institutional frameworks often stayed covered or
secondary. This article will give a more differentiated pic-
ture. And on this basis, it will focus on the question, to
what degree this movement has as well a political dimen-
sion that is going beyond its impact as a contestation of
human concern.

In this perspective the research presented in this arti-
cle has taken up four issues: (1) Why did citizens become
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engaged? (2) What impact did the design and variety of
the organizational landscape have on the resulting activi-
ties? (3) What does civil society participation in local gov-
ernance look likewhen it comes to practical handling and
political decision making on refugee issues in cities and
municipalities? And finally, (4) what has been the impact
of a changing environment and a turn in the dominant
political discourse from an overall positive attitude to-
ward integrating refugees to the present focus onmaking
borders close and safe?

The findings to be presented are based on a study
that was part of a larger project network (www.reallabor-
asyl.de) that also explored several other questions such
as pathways of refugees into the labor market. As such,
the research had two limits. First, its focus was on the lo-
cal dimension of a development, movement and conflict
that concerns society and politics in Germany as a whole.
Second, it was limited to the cities Heidelberg, Sinsheim
and Wiesloch, where—unlike in other cities and regions,
especially in the new German states—a sharp counter
movement of enraged citizens that rejected refugees did
not exist locally.

The differentiated picture of the central features of
local engagement for refugees in Germany to be pre-
sented here to a broader international public provides
the basis for putting a widely held public notion to a test,
often endorsed by government officials: the welcome
and active support for refugees have been a sign of com-
mitment and practical solidarity, organizing considerable
additional resources that made it easier for local admin-
istrations, organizations and policy makers to cope with
the sudden challenge of locally integrating refugees and
asylum seekers. Our findings support a different, more
complicated diagnosis than the simple picture of “a good
government supported by good citizens”.With respect to
the four questions above we found:

(1) A heterogeneity of motives and actions, rang-
ing from simple humanitarian support to critical
political action; attitudes may be both “political”
and “apolitical”;

(2) Developments at the organizational level, that
showa coexistence of traditional associations and new
initiatives and organizational forms; they attracted vol-
unteers and activists partly in similar, partly in differ-
entways, someof themmore, others less open to voic-
ing concerns that go beyond practical help;

(3) Institutional forms on the level of governance and
networking services, that differ from the traditional
corporatist culture of inter-sectoral cooperation and
from a fairly standardized service provision; the ten-
sion between old and new forms may be a politicizing
issue to the degree it is brought to the surface;

(4) A development over time in this heteroge-
neous field, where so far tendencies that politicize

and others that depoliticize support movements ex-
ist simultaneously.

Our research and the article based on it intertwine infor-
mation that gives a broad understanding of refugee sup-
port on local levels and the discussion of a focal point—
the more or less political character of this engagement.
In a nutshell, “politicizing” tendencies are those bywhich
conflicts between different actors and their respective
goals, such as between local governments and local initia-
tives, become highly public issues, for example, regard-
ing the impact of integrative as compared to repressive
measures or the degree new forms of integrative sup-
port and cooperation call for changing services and gov-
ernance. “Depoliticizing” tendencies, then, are those by
which such potentially controversial topics are subdued
by a discourse that portrays civic engagement in support
of refugees as a purely humanitarian, largely technical
and organizational affair, taking the existing political and
administrative frameworks largely as given. In the follow-
ing (Section 2), the conceptual background, the levels
of observation and the empirical methods of the study
are outlined. The next sections present the results of our
analysis concerning the variety of forms and types of en-
gagement (Section 3), the diverse organizational forms
(Section 4), and the way new kinds of more or less in-
stitutionalized cross-sector cooperation and governance
have been established (Section 5). In Section 6, we once
again take up and discuss the findings in sections 3 to 5
with respect to the present and future, possibly more or
less political meaning and impact of local support move-
ments for refugees in Germany. The conclusions (Sec-
tion 7) highlight questions from our study on civic en-
gagement for refugees that may be likewise important in
other policy fields and for the overall future status and
political influence of civic movements and organizations
in Germany.

2. Conceptual Background, Level of Observation and
Method of the Study

The conceptual background of our study, focusing on the
role of civic engagement, forms of its organization and
the place this holds in the (local) governance system, is
marked by two convictions shared by some approaches
but not all (for the debate on such points in civil society
research see Evers & von Essen, 2019):

• We think that civic engagement is an umbrella
term for a wide field of differing forms of engage-
ment that range from voluntary work, practices
such as personal help and supportive services to
civic action and diverse forms of participation in
politics and from forms that support a prevailing
consensus to others that are special interest based,
innovative and controversial (for such an approach
see Evers & von Essen, 2019; Zweiter Engagement-
bericht für die Bundesregierung, 2017, p. 68).
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• We assume that the development and role of spe-
cific actions and organizations can be best under-
stood through relational approaches—focusing on
the ways changing environments, conditions and
discourses alter the image of a specific initia-
tive and engagement (Griggs & Howarth, 2014;
Schmidt, 2010); for example, a concern with
refugees may thus turn from being seen as a
widely acclaimed humanitarian cause into a highly
controversial political topic. Whether the narra-
tive of a movement of “apolitical helpers” will
stay as an uncontested “myth” (Fleischmann &
Steinhilper, 2017) or whether kind of “subversive”
qualities of the humanitarian concerns that guide
many of those engagedwill become effective (Van-
devoordt & Verschraegen, 2019) depends very
much from developments over time and a con-
text wherein discourses and politics matter much.
Local actors, movements and networks are very
much dependent, neither victims nor masters of
such developments.

It was from this background that our project explored the
motivations and themeans of engagement of individuals
around the refugee issue, the trends and innovations in-
volved, and how informal and formal civil society actors
interact with each other and with policy makers, espe-
cially municipal actors, but also with actors from the pri-
vate sector, and what significance this has with respect
to conventional forms and understandings of local coop-
eration and governance.

This task led to three levels of observation in our re-
search. We looked firstly at the actions and motives and
forms of the actors and organizations involved in refugee
aid. Secondly, we looked at the organizational forms, the
already existing and the newly emerging ones´ in local
civil society that dealt with issues of refugee aid. Thirdly,
we looked at the networking and its linkswith local gover-
nance, both traditional and new forums for cross-sector
mediation and cooperation.

As we began our research, the field of refugee aid
and the actors involved in it were still in flux. Accordingly,
an ethnographical approach was chosen that was able
to reflect the unstructured nature and diversity of the
situation (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2009, pp. 3–5). This
approach was embedded in a practice-oriented trans-
disciplinary setting, emphasizing the dialogue with indi-
vidual and collective actors. In practice this means that
for two years participant observations took place in the
field and were recorded in a field diary. The subjects
of the observations were networking events, citywide
events and internal meetings of organizations in Heidel-
berg, Sinsheim and Wiesloch. At about 20 of such meet-
ings we conducted, implying observations and supple-
mentary discussions. The number of participants varied
from five to over 20, depending on the event. In addi-
tion, 14 qualitative individual and group interviews be-
tween three quarters of an hour and two hours were

realized, with a variety of volunteers and representa-
tives of key organizations in the field, focusing on at-
titudes and experiences in relation to the three levels
of observation mentioned above. The individual inter-
views were conducted mainly with representatives of
organizations to learn more about their ideas, struc-
tures and activities. Institutionally independent volun-
teers were also interviewed individually. The group inter-
views were conducted with regular volunteers of the or-
ganizations to better understand the dynamics and nego-
tiation processes within the organizations. All interviews
were recorded and transcribed. Furthermore, we did a
document analysis of websites, newspaper articles, fly-
ers and similar items related to individual organizations
and to the general process of coping with the refugee
challenge in the three cities. Our “dialogic” approach
sought to avoid both judgements from an academic dis-
tance and a partisan view.

Several organizations, selected according to their po-
sition in the field, were described in more detail by case
studies, compared with each other and placed in the
local context. Organizations were explored that formed
part of the mainstream of refugee support as well as
others with different and unique profiles. The collected
data were analyzed using grounded theory methodology
(Glaser & Strauss, 1998). To generate relevant categories,
the three steps of open coding, axial coding and selective
coding were used, supported by the program Atlas.ti. Of
the eight key categories that were generated, three are
presented in this article. In between the analysis phases,
we continued going back to the field in order to col-
lect additional data. This iterative research process took
place until a theoretical saturation was reached. For the
reconstruction of the individual cases as well as the case
comparison, a procedure of qualitative case contrasting
was used according to the sequential method (Kelle &
Kluge, 2010, p. 79).

3. The Diversity of Types and Forms of Engagement

Many of the findings on engagement in refugee aid in
Heidelberg, Sinsheim and Wiesloch confirmed what is in
principle known from debates on forms and motives of
volunteering and civic action in general and in the field
of pro-refugee engagement in particular (Karakayali &
Kleist, 2015, 2016; Linnert & Berg, 2016). As described
in the discussion about changing attitudes and ways of
showing commitment among the volunteers of today,
there are both a growing desire to pursue individual mo-
tives such as finding personal fulfilment and demands for
more flexible time management, with an openness to-
ward casual and temporary engagement (Peglow, 2002,
p. 27). Among our respondents, the majority became in-
volved in this field for the first time. They found their
respective engagement through calls for support in the
newspapers or through their own inquiries in city of-
fices or on the internet. Mostly their main motive was
to somehow help in what was perceived as a situation
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of “crisis”. The means of participation were very differ-
ent, ranging from individual projects and events to pro-
vide personalized support by taking care of one or a
limited number of refugees, to time-consuming para-
professional engagement by setting up and finally or-
ganizing and leading a support association. On the one
hand, the volunteers sought to make the work compat-
ible with their own limits, preferences and timetables,
on the other hand, they also accepted the importance of
reliability and of being a role model in the usually fairly
structured everyday lives of the refugees:

Activities were organized by day’s schedules about
who comes for help at what times; from the very be-
ginning we have tried to demonstrate reliability, mak-
ing fixed dates and times for our tasks. (Interview
Baumann)

A mix of rather classic, altruistic and self-related mo-
tives were depicted by the phrases coded under the cat-
egory motivation. The altruistic side can be illustrated
by phrases such as “co-shaping society on a micro-level”,
“help as a civic duty” or “being challenged by human-
itarian emergency”. When it comes to self-related mo-
tives, phrases such as “motivation through positive ex-
periences”, “motivation: meaningful pastime” or “mo-
tivation: getting to know foreign cultures” were of-
ten mentioned.

Beyond these basically known variations of balanc-
ing altruismand self-interest, three observations deserve
special attention.

First, we found a difference between two types of en-
gagement for refugees. The first type is more about giv-
ing the recipients a kind of support inwhich personal con-
tact with the individual is secondary. Organizations that
give legal support may have a highly fluctuating clientele,
and those that give advice are motivated by a general-
ized concernwith international support and solidarity. At
the other end of the spectrum are those settings and ini-
tiatives in which the helpers built up a personal commit-
ment to the people they supported over a longer time
period; some kind of personal relationship, trust and sol-
idarity that emerge alongwith that help playsmuchmore
of a role here. In such case-by-case relationships, peo-
ple do not fight for a particular concept of refugee rights
in the first place, but rather try to create the best possi-
ble situation for individual refugees for which they have
taken personal responsibility. This kind of relationship
promotes a morally grounded engagement based on val-
ues such as compassion and hospitality. In the German
debate, “welcome culture” was an oft-used notion for
this bundle of such motions and attitudes.

Second, we found that to a considerable extent the
actions of the volunteers are determined by the dynam-
ics of personal relationships and not primarily by their
conformity with an organization, its purposes and sta-
tus. We saw that helpers and volunteers build and use
personal connections to refugees, other helpers and in-

stitutional partners to find or negotiate solutions out-
side of the official structures, rules and proceedings (e.g.,
exemptions, special agreements, etc.). Good relations
with other persons or groups are important for this type
of refugee aid. Such informal communications outside
or underneath official levels and sectoral and institu-
tional routines may work both as lubricants and as corro-
sive instruments. Via this pragmatic approach that seeks
visible results in the face of administrations and rules
that cannot be changed, personal networks are used to
soften the rigidity of institutionalized rules. A form of
engagement and cooperation takes shape at the local
level in which the dynamics of interpersonal relation-
ships are of primary importance rather than pre-defined
functional provisions and task assignments of the respec-
tive organizations.

Such different kinds of intermeshing and balancing of
a personal and a generalized responsibility have much to
do with our third basic observation on the degrees and
logics of politicizing or depoliticizing engagement around
the refugee challenge. The engagement that we found is
often both “political” and “apolitical”.

There is a broad debate about the political dimension
of civic engagement. Much of it is reflected in the dif-
ferentiation between voluntary action and civic activism.
While the former is mostly seen as a kind of practical ac-
tion with mostly loose and often weak ties to the world
of politics, the latter is defined by the degree citizens par-
ticipate in, negotiate with or protest against state rules
and politics. In this perspective civic action is more polit-
ical than voluntary work since it is more entangled with
politics. However, another perspective opens up once a
distinction is made between “politics” and “the political”,
defining the latter according to what becomes openly
controversial in public (for this and other determinations
of the political, see Bröckling & Feustel, 2012; Mouffe,
2005). Accordingly, politicization means that (formerly)
barely debated, almost natural facts and circumstances
turn into contested topics of public debates and deci-
sions. For example, there are circumstances in which en-
gagement in providing refugee support can be widely ac-
cepted as an almost natural human gesture. However,
the discourses and public controversies over multicultur-
alism and on the limits of open societies as they have
arisen in the last decade (see, e.g., Betts & Collier, 2017)
have revealed a process by which what is to be done
and changed in the name of “good” and “human” atti-
tudes has become highly disputed and therefore an in-
creasingly “politicized” topic. People´s engagement may
become politicized in that way. By the same token, de-
politicizing dynamics might also exist, resulting, for ex-
ample, from a discourse getting widely acceptance that
favors closure over openness: if citizens that engage on
behalf of refugees (must) accept this discourse’s restric-
tions, they have to resort to doing what is possible, i.e.,
“sane” and “constructive” in such a narrowed space.

In conversations and interviewswith people engaged
in refugee support we found that very often the two
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principles coexisted within the individuals, held in some
distance to each other. On the one hand, people’s en-
gagement was related to political judgements and po-
sitions with regard to the controversies on the refugee
question that are argued out in “big politics” by pro-
ponents and adversaries of the concept and feasibility
of an “open society”. The influence of this orientation
was particularly strong in the first type of engagement,
in which volunteers fight explicitly in the name of po-
litical principles such as international solidarity and le-
gal status. On the other hand, the practical action on
the local level was mostly morally grounded; it is a kind
of humanitarian obligation to help the people that one
finds next door in a refugee camp. Their opinions about
the national-level controversies on ways to go about
solving the refugee question are merely a bit of back-
ground that might be linked to but do not directly deter-
mine the local set of individual goals and actions. There-
fore, national politics and local humanitarian actionwere
often found to be two different spheres. This division
evokes the reflections on the “politics of community” in
Habits of the Heart (2008), where “politics is a matter
of making operative the moral consensus of the commu-
nity” (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 2008,
p. 200). As long as politics is seen as a matter of con-
troversies on the larger stage, a morally grounded hu-
manitarian action at the neighborhood level can be taken
nonetheless. Still, one’s own local actions can be linked
with “big politics” insofar as they help to strengthen
one’s own moral choice.

Thingsmay change, however, the verymoment a task
or rule that comes from big politics has a concrete effect
in one’s own community, be it by forcing asylum seekers
into camps segregated from the local community or be
it by deciding to use some of the city’s ever scarce pub-
lic housing resources for refugees. We come back to this
point later on in Section 6.

4. The Diversity of Organizational Forms

Supporting refugees locally must be seen as a kind of
movement that fundamentally affects the organizational

landscape across sectors although to different degrees. It
is not just a matter of a delineated subsector of civil soci-
ety organizations.

An Internet search and a newspaper analysis of
the local newspaper Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung in the period
from January to December 2016 revealed a picture of
the diverse organizational landscape of refugee aid in
Heidelberg, Sinsheim and Wiesloch. This included not
only civil society but also state, municipal, and private
sector entities and not only specifically refugee aid orga-
nizations but also those that had expanded their field of
activity, opening up their services for refugees. It was not
possible to track down all organizations, as there are or-
ganizations that do not have an internet presence and
do not report on their actions in the local press. What
became evident was the great variety of organizations
that deal with refugee challenges, both pre-existing and
newly founded ones. Unfortunately, however, the explo-
ration did not allow us to draw conclusions concerning
the impact and share of support for refugee compared
to other purposes.

In Heidelberg, 137 civil society, 22 private sector and
32 municipal actors were active in the period analyzed.
InWiesloch, 62 civil society, 10 private sector and 22 mu-
nicipal actors were identified and for Sinsheim, 32 civil
society, 4 private sector and 18 municipal actors (see
Figure 1).

History and courses of institutionalization matter for
understanding this picture. Within the organizational
landscape of civil society organizations as it developed
over more than a century (see Evers, 2019), there are
large, well-established organizations dating back to the
late 19th century, linkedwith the Catholic and Protestant
churches and the labor movement. Then there are or-
ganizations that took shape alongside the “new social
movements” of the 1970s, such as those that stand for
international solidarity and human rights (e.g., Pro Asyl),
and other groups dating back to former episodes of
refugee influx in the 1990s, such as the Arbeitskreis Asyl
(Working Group on Asylum Issues) in Heidelberg. Finally,
as elsewhere, there are many completely new groups
dealing with the refugee challenge such as the Kontakt-
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Civil society

32
22

10

Private sector

4

32
22

State/Municipality

18

SinsheimWieslochHeidelberg

Figure 1. Numbers of organizations in Heidelberg, Wiesloch and Sinsheim.
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werkstatt (Contact Workshop). Unlike the old and tradi-
tional organizations, many of the more recent associa-
tions, projects and actions are concerned with advocacy,
legal advice, and the organization of workshops and de-
bates. Their focus is not on support that is intertwined
with personal relationships but rather on the fate and the
legal position of a target group.

In summary, our analysis showed that movements
to support refugees are very heterogeneous, not only
in terms of organizational structure but also in terms of
goals and action. We found older and newer organiza-
tions in which the emphasis is on amore or less personal-
ized help and support and others that focus onmore con-
troversial political tasks such as advocacy for the rights of
refugees and asylum seekers, on organizing public atten-
tion and debates, influencing the climate of opinion, and
on taking the role of watchdogs with respect to adminis-
tration and politics. Perhaps the people engaged in such
activities would see themselves as “civic activists” rather
than as “voluntary workers”.

5. Cooperation and Governance across Sectors and
Policy Fields: The Role of Networks and Intermediary
Forums

Most of the organizations engaged on a largely volun-
tary base in refugee support have learned to build con-
tacts with different groups, institutions and subject ar-
eas, in particular in order to build a flexible support
network that links services from different fields, rang-
ing from food and shelter to education, work and hous-
ing. Networking can involve cross-sector cooperation be-
tween administrative offices and policy makers, volun-
tary organizations and initiatives, potential employers,
and the business sector. Arrangements have to be ne-
gotiated that allow for flexible adaptation to changing
needs and circumstances. No wonder then that local
platforms for cooperation and mediation play a major
role in all three of our cities, both for joint action of lo-
cal civil society organizations and for negotiating cross-
sector arrangements.

Those forums and networks have very different
shapes. In Sinsheim, a central network is coordinated by
the local public authorities, while in Heidelberg a civil so-
ciety organization was founded in order to take on this
task. Quite often there are roundtable meetings of local
networks, where people from different contexts and sec-
tors usually meet on an equal footing. The main themes
and aims of such meetings rarely relate to general ques-
tions, such as the operation of the whole refugee and
asylum network, but rather focus on finding solutions to
individual cases and problems and attempting to get ev-
ery potentially helpful actor involved. Participating there
is foremost about being part of a problem-solving pro-
cess, where everyone contributes what resources he or
she has to offer. This is where working groups can be es-
tablished and projects and solutions for individual cases
can be developed across traditional demarcation lines

between policy fields and administrative structures. This
means that the development of new forms of personal-
ized support, centered on the whole person, and not just
a coordination of specific traditional problem sections,
stands in the center (Evers & Klie, 2018, p. 529).

However, such new ways of cooperation, a result of
the local support movements as they took shape from
the summer of 2015 onwards, shed some light on the
earlier established structures. Germany’s welfare regime
is characterized by a welfare mix in which non-profit or-
ganizations play an important role as service providers
and partners of the public authorities, which act as fi-
nancing and regulating bodies. Over decades a strong cul-
ture of local corporatism (Thränhardt, 1981), a system of
negotiation and joint planning, has developed in which
the political administration and the most important tra-
ditional welfare associations take part. This system how-
ever proves to be inappropriate when it comes to inte-
grating both new networked forms of personalized sup-
port and new approaches of self-organization that go be-
yond the traditional forms of negotiating tasks and con-
tracts in committees dominated by firmly institutional-
ized conventional welfare associations and their ideas
about proper services.

There is yet another point wherewe found that these
new cooperation structures challenge the known style
of corporatist governance. Unlike in the traditional cor-
poratist settings, where citizens’ participation was to be
guaranteed by the representatives of welfare associa-
tions, the new roundtables and meetings are open to in-
dividual participation and a broader variety of more or
less formalized organizations with new people engaged
in often not yet routinized kinds of responsibilities. Of
those engaged in refugee support, 42% were involved
outside the existing organizational structures, and 5%
even completely alone (Karakayali & Kleist, 2015, p. 25).
No wonder then that the new collaboration platforms
allow the loosely structured volunteers to learn about
projects, needs for action and different requirements, so
that they can spontaneously engage with their ideas.

Often however, the established welfare organiza-
tions were overstrained by the role of networking and re-
arranging their intermediary position between state and
local politics. New platforms and roundtables for coor-
dination were founded. In this article we cannot sketch
the variations of the networking and intermediation pro-
cesses and attempts that occurred inWiesloch, Sinsheim
and Heidelberg. But in Heidelberg, for example, an estab-
lished refugee aid organization took over the role of net-
work development and moderation:

In the beginning, about 2014 to 2015, we tried to
pass information in areas where one runs the risk to
do things wrong, areas where you must have experi-
ence and knowledge and we told volunteers: “Okay,
look at this and that institution, try to get information
from them and in case you want to start up with a
project, why not do it together and by an agreement
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with them”. So, you see, we have tried to guide the
activities a bit. (Interview Bravo)

As the quote indicates, networking and mediating were
first and foremost about giving orientation and avoiding
damage. However, this also resulted in longer-term co-
operation, which further strengthened the position of
the organization.

It should be emphasized that the new platforms for
decision-making on local refugee work and the estab-
lishment of new forms of support in which a person-
centered networking and cooperation plays a central role
have only a short history. These are shaky institutions
and there are no blueprints for effective work and fur-
ther development of such intersectoral governance hubs.
For any community that does not simply want to return
to traditional corporatist forms, it remains a major chal-
lenge to negotiate such new ways of operating and com-
municating and to strengthen the respective platforms
and ways of networking.

With respect to the question of politicization and de-
politicization this altogether means that there is a latent
conflict, so far managed and held down by the very prag-
matic practices of many of the new actors. Their new
forms of personalized support coexist but are not at ease
with traditional administrative routines. And acting be-
sides the traditional forms of cooperative local gover-
nance the new platforms and round tables that emerge
have so far, an unclear and unsecure status. Will they
silently vanish, get coopted or explicitly challenge the tra-
ditional institutions and practices?

6. Towards a Politicization of the Local Field? The
Development over Time

In order to understand where, and in what ways, ap-
proaches to politicization emerge in the course of these
developments, it is important to track the dynamics of
local engagement and changes in the range of activi-
ties pursued.

The first phase of the refugee aid in mid-2015 was
characterized by a broad spontaneous engagement to
provide shelter—at railway stations, sports halls and sim-
ilar temporary accommodation facilities—and material
support with respect to food, clothing and health issues.
The volunteers did not wait until the existing structures
became active but took the given circumstances in a lo-
cal context as a trigger for their engagement. This also
resulted in the emergence of quite a number of new or-
ganizations and support networks.

Being aware that government officials had difficulties
to act quickly, the volunteers’ focus was on measures to
address the humanitarian emergency at that time. The
activities of the volunteers took place around initial re-
ception, care, accommodation, collection campaigns and
donations. In addition, there were already first offers of
services such as language courses, assistance in dealing
with authorities, help with translation, etc.

A second phase of engagement was accompanied by
a decline in the number of new refugees arriving. Many
of the spontaneous initiatives that emerged in the first
phase went through a process of professionalization. An
actor reports:

And the cooperation with the volunteer network had
been good right from the beginning, but it has be-
come better all the time because, I think, by more
work experience among those engaged a kind of
increasing professionalization has built up. Possibly
some people withdrew that did not engage so well
which meant that those which stayed and engaged
themselves reallywith heart and soul, doing high qual-
ity work; the retreat of some improved the coopera-
tion between those that remained. (Interview Bravo)

The challenges turned from ad hoc help to societal in-
tegration, with facets ranging from questions of obtain-
ing housing to working opportunities, establishing con-
ditions for childcare and school attendance, and obtain-
ing rights for monetary support. In all these areas, how-
ever, there exist rules, administrative and professional
practices and routines that organizations and volunteers
would have to deal with. They began to stabilize their
structures and to specialize in various fields of activ-
ity. The kind of cooperation with the administrative sys-
tembecame thenmore differentiated and complicated—
away from “managing chaos” to securing the livelihood
of the refugees and following procedures in line with
given rules and regulations and all the bureaucratic steps
accompanying them. Networking and exchanging experi-
ences about possibilities to cope with government offi-
cials became increasingly important. Cooperation with
local authorities became more diverse and more de-
tailed and changed in character. The activities became
increasingly determined by the specifications and work-
ing methods of the various administrative offices. Coop-
eration moved away from direct contact with officials on
provisional solutions towards cross-sector arrangements
where the impact of administrative and professional tra-
ditions dominate over the more personal, flexible and
communicative attempts to find ways of coping that are
suited for a new clientele.

Chargedwith all the experience of over twoand ahalf
years of engagement for refugees in an ever less support-
ive policy environment and in front of administrations
that push for old and new rules set by them, a new phase
emerges. It is no longer about finding fast solutions for in-
dividual cases; the volunteers now encounter structural
problems and questions of fundamental changes in the
rules and practices of social administrations.

Many actors in the municipal institutions themselves
have become aware of this, and it has also become their
concern. However, so far just parts of the organizations
of those engaged are prepared to take up the negative
experiences and to voice their concerns in public. Quite
often fatigue arises when short-term successes do not
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materialize, and when bureaucratic hurdles and lengthy
processes wear out the volunteers. For example, when
volunteers wanted to act as advocates for the refugees
in complicated clarifications about rights and rules, this
was quite oftenmade impossible due to data privacy pre-
scriptions. The attempt to develop “networked help for
the whole person” then became increasingly difficult or
even unachievable.

Experiences with the system and bureaucratic proce-
dures, by which the specific aspects of a “case” are nego-
tiated separately by health, social, educational, housing
and labor market services and that are not constructed
for support of especially “weak” clients such as refugees
(Bogumil, Hafner, & Kastilan, 2017), can have quite differ-
ent effects. They can cause frustration but also contradic-
tions and conflicts that politicize once they become top-
ics of public concern.

To be confronted with the alternative, to restrict
and shape one’s own activity according to the seemingly
quite erratic rules of the respective professions and of-
fices, or to become ineffective can become a central
starting point for processes of politicization among vol-
unteers. What is finally left for helpers in such a system?
Why do their “partners” in administrations and politics
not listen to their ideas or consider their practices and
suggestions of doing it a different way?

One of the important factors in this respect is the role
taken by various civil society organizations. There is a ba-
sic tendency among the large, established welfare orga-
nizations to act as service providers rather than as public
advocates for policy change. In confronting the refugee
challenge, their umbrella organizations may complain
about scarce resources for integration and more empha-
sis on getting refugees back out of the country; but we
did not find much voice or action from their side on
the local level concerning these topics. Here, they were
seemingly occupied with providing those services con-
tracted by the public authorities. The advocacy organiza-
tions for the rights of refugees and asylum seekers and
their local representatives have few resources and ap-
parently little impact. The same can be said about the
newer organizations that offer various kind of innovative
services and support; they are often dependent on the
financing that comes from special government programs
on national, federal and local levels. In general, there is
little opportunity to give the critical experiences of vol-
unteers and activists an organizational voice.

At the same time however, problems experienced lo-
cally tend to become a political issue at a central, na-
tional level and vice versa.

An example for ways from “below” to “above” is a
query from the parliamentary group of the liberal party
regarding on the continued absence of an option to give
financial support to persons with a tolerance or resi-
dence permit when they take up studies or training. An-
other example is the debate on recurring cases in which
asylum seekers that had found an employer and a decent
job as well as other means of integration, were forced

to leave the country. Why not offer them a simplified
path towards permission to stay? Here the abstract and
general political question about a more or less “open so-
ciety” takes on very concrete form and content. Moral
questions and political alternatives intertwine. Lacking
hope for better and more cooperative answers from the
given administrative, professional and political system, is-
sues concerning the need to change such frameworks be-
come highly public topics.

A positive politicization of questions of dealing with
refugees can also take the opposite route from “above”
to “below”; “big politics” come into the local and find a
stage there. This is reflected in Heidelberg, for example,
with the case of a family who was deported. Many peo-
ple accused the city of not taking advantage of its free-
dom of action to keep the family in place. They called
for local political parties to take a stand and put the is-
sue on the city’s political agenda. Even beyond the local
context, they tried to draw attention to the case by writ-
ing an open letter to the Baden-Württemberg Minister
of Science and the Baden-Württemberg parliamentary
group and the State Association of the Green Party. Here
an engagement was shown that is “political” insofar as
different moral viewpoints connect with concrete alter-
natives of action.

In addition, local confrontations with right-wing pop-
ulist developments are expanding. For example, a local
training program for volunteers picks up the topic in
two workshops: “Pitting oneself against right-wing slo-
gans” and “Highly dangerous: How the silence of the
Middle strengthens the Right”. Also, the volunteers in
training are asked to think about what is needed to con-
front xenophobia.

And you have to watch out that Germany does not un-
dergo a strong shift to the right. That means that one
has to stop the kind of political statements made in-
creasingly now. This kind of hostility against strangers.
That should be obvious. I think as well in the public
reports, the media something should change. Putting
it in more concrete terms, forums that report on
the other side should get more room. (Interview
Zimmermann)

It is obvious that shifting public discourses and politics,
e.g., the increasing concern of many politicians with
tighter borders of “open societies”, more control and re-
pression and less imaginative programs and resources
for intercultural settings, change the conditions for lo-
cal support movements. Their political significance may
be reduced, and for many it may seem unavoidable to
accept the role of subordinate helpers. But some may
well becomemore political by struggling for a largerman-
date. This is the case especially where it becomes ap-
parent that good and sustainable support for refugees
on the local level calls for changes of traditional rules
and attitudes among bureaucracies and a kind of engage-
ment that questions such restrictions. By the same token,
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refugee support can become more political where na-
tionwide contentious political debates are not the mere
distant background for local humanitarian actions but
where both dimensions intertwine. One’s position in the
debate should then prove to be more or less legitimate
according to the actions taken and vice versa. Such a
statement about the more or less political character of
local support movements for refugees and asylum seek-
ers does not deny basic tendencies once described by
Eliasoph (1998) about much volunteer initiative “avoid-
ing politics”, tending to keep politics at a distance. But
our findings point to the fact that how it plays out may
vary considerably according to contexts and the ways
leaders, activists and volunteers find to deal with them.
Borders between political and apolitical engagement can
blur and shift—not only according to “circumstances”
but also as a result of decisions of the people engaged
and their respective organizations.

7. Conclusions

Civil society engagement is particularly pronounced in
the field of refugee policy. How does it look on local lev-
els in Germany and in which respect and to what degree
does it have a political character? We have analyzed this
central question with respect to three dimensions of the
support movement, i.e., motives, organizational forms
and the relations with the institutional framework and
moreover with an eye on the dynamics over time so far:

• Actions andmotives: There are different types and
forms of engagement at the local level. Quite of-
ten among helpers and activists, we found various
kinds of intermeshing and balancing a personal
and a generalized commitment for refugees aswell
as the co-existence of a kind of humanitarian obli-
gation to help and a political standpoint in the over-
all controversy regarding refugee politics.

• Organizational form: These kinds of more or less
political engagement go along with a wide vari-
ety of forms of organization, ranging from tradi-
tional, established entities to newer and brand-
new groups, covering activities that span from the
prevailing practical and often personalized help
and support to advocacy and campaigning. Orga-
nizations act fairly different when it comes to take
up controversial points about policies and politics
of dealing with refugees.

• Networking and local governance: For most of
these tasks, networking and cooperation on the
local level are important, across both policy fields
and sectors. Newpersonalized forms of networked
support, local platforms for cooperation and inter-
mediation that differ from the traditional forms of
local corporatism have taken shape. So far, the po-
litical challenge of coming to new forms of service-
giving and to different institutional forms of coop-
eration is however mostly held at bay.

The findings concerning the diversity, dynamics and
more or less political character of civic engagement in
the field of local refugee support, seem to us as rele-
vant beyond local settings and the special area of dealing
with the refugee challenge.With an eye on that theymay
be reformulated:

• Volunteers as “helpers”: Today we are experienc-
ing a strong tendency, not only in the area of en-
gagement for refugees, to perceive volunteers as
mere “helpers”. How can a new understanding of
roles be developed that includes activities beyond
being a “helper” who operates within prescribed
rules, dominant institutions and assigned tasks?
Should we not acknowledge the diversity of kinds
of engagement, including dimensions such as in-
novative social support schemes, advocacy, cam-
paigning andmore voice in joint strategies for inte-
gration and inclusion? This is an eminent political
question, amatter of controversies between those
that want to upgrade the role of civic engagement
and those who prefer to hold it on the level of an
add-up to the given system.

• New organizational landscapes: The often-
invoked new engagement—an attitude that
mixes self-directed motives with solidarity, self-
determination, and attachment in a variety of
ways—is displayed in new forms of organizing and
community building that include a voice for those
engaged in its forms and developments. At the
same time, space for an engagement that is sen-
sitive to people’s preferences can also be main-
tained by traditional organizations with stable
frameworks that work as a relief; they offer poten-
tial helpers a choice of different kinds and degrees
of engagement. How significant and politicized can
volunteering become in both cases and settings?
How much acknowledgement will be reached by
new, often lesser and differently organized forms
of an engagement, that is often not only about
help but as well about advocacy and resistance?

• Civic organizations as parts of a new type of gov-
ernance: Local refugee policy reflects a desire for
new forms of cooperative local governance, with
all their challenges and opportunities. As they gain
visibility in the field of refugee support, can plat-
forms and networks become sustainable in the
face of established, traditional forms of corporatist
mediation and trends towards privatization of pub-
lic tasks handed over to agencies and subcontrac-
tors? This as well would be a serious political ques-
tion, once it comes to the surface and gets amatter
of public debate.

What about the future?Will refugee support and related
volunteering and civic action become more or less polit-
ical? One might speculate in both directions. We have
highlighted two developments that are important in this
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respect: one, the conflicts and frustrations that arise out
of a mere bureaucratic handling of support and integra-
tion issues and, two, the interplay between controversial
refugee politics at the national level and what seems rea-
sonable and feasible on the local level. The often frus-
trating experiences with administrative and professional
rigidities may reduce the space and meaning of volun-
teering since itwould be difficult at present for these neg-
ative experiences to become the basis for a broader pub-
lic push for reforms that might make established welfare
services more responsive. Furthermore, there is a long-
ing on various sides to return to “normality”, and this is
unfavorable for political debates over mainstreaming in-
novative concepts and initiatives. But there is also a posi-
tive interplay between local and central action thatmight
strengthen the political dimensions of engagement in
this field. On the central level, Germany experienced in
late 2018 the largest demonstrations since decades (with
more than 240,000 participants in Berlin) in support of
refugees and against the positions of the radical right
in this respect. This was only possible due to the signif-
icant support of the activated initiatives, organizations
and scenes as they have built up locally in urban and rural
regions over time. To the extent that people stand on the
national level for an open society that recognizes limits
and borders but must not close itself off, this can encour-
age local initiatives with their search and demands for
solutions that are viable and innovative, offering helpers
and activists horizons that go beyond filling gaps by way
of a bit of human touch.
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